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We discuss the notion of topological invariance of a characteristic class of vector bundles, give 
a criterion to test it, and apply it to search for multiples of the integral Pontrjagin classes pk that 
are topologically invariant. In particular, we prove that the condition of being topologically 
invariant is less strict than that of extending to topological microbundles. For example, we show 
that the class 7.31.127~~ is topologically invariant, but does not extend to topological microbundles; 
it is the class 72.31.127p, that does so. 
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1. Introduction 
For a topological manifold M let 2, and 1, be two different smooth structures 
and rz, and rxz be the corresponding tangent bundles. Let pk( T=,) and pk( ~=~z,) be 
the kth Pontrjagin classes of these bundles; these are the elements in H4k(M: A) 
where A = Q or z Pontrjagin posed the question: Are the classes &( 72,) and &( TX*) 
equal? Novikov [ll] and Siebenmann (see [5]) proved that for A = Q, pk(Tzl) = 
&(r&); in other words, the rational Pontrjagin classes are topologically invariant, 
(that is, they do not depend on the particular smooth structure on the topological 
manifold). But for A = 2, this is not the case; in fact Milnor [9] constructed two 
different smooth structures on a topological manifold with different integral 
Pontrjagin classes. The question then naturally arises: What are the multiples and 
in particular the smallest multiples of the integral Pontrjagin classes Pk which are 
topologically invariant? 
This paper is devoted to this problem. We in fact consider a more general situation. 
Given a (universal) characteristic class x E H*(BO: A) (BO being the classifying 
space for stable vector bundles), when is x topologically invariant? We prove in 
Section 2 the following theorem which provides a necessary and sufficient condition 
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for the topological invariance of a characteristic class. Let BTOP be the classifying 
space for the stable topological microbundles and let 4: BO + BTOP be the natural 
map. Denote by TOP/O the homotopy fibre of 4 and by 7: TOP/O + BO the inclusion 
of the fibre. Let 
be the composite map where m denotes the multiplication of the Hopf space BO. 
Theorem 1.1. A characteristic class x E H*(BO ; A) is topologically invariant if and 
only ifp*x=xxl. 
This criterion applied to universal integral Pontrjagin classes pk gives the following 
corollary: 
Corollary 1.2. Let ek be the smallest positive integer such that ekpk is topologically 
invariant. Then 
k 
ek = fj d, (the 1.c.m. of d,, . . . , dk), 
,=I 
where d,, 1 G i G k, is the smallest positive integer such that d,p, E Ker n*. 
We obtain upper and lower bounds of the numbers dk and ek. To state our results, 
we first fix some notations. Let 
(i) yn = (22”-’ - 1) numerator (B,,/4n); Bzn being the 2nth Bernoulli number 
in even index notations. 
(ii) up(m) = the p-valuation of an integer m for a prime p. 
(iii) rr( k) = the set of all ( positive, ordered) partitions w = (i,, i2, . . . , i,), i, + i,+ 
. . . + i, = k, of the positive integer k. 
Theorem 1.3. For each k 2 1, we have 
V,,(h) 4 up(Yk) + sup Unf up( 
wcv(k),wf{k} jtw 
for every odd prime p. 
Theorem 1.4. If p is an odd prime which divides yk but does not divide yi for i < k, 
then vP(dk) = v,(yk). 
Theorem 1.5. For each odd prime p, we have 
(a) dek) s ,21k [%(rt)+ wsw~,;fgi,l if;: vp(d,)Il. 
(b) v,,(ek) 2 v,(m) if n is an integer such that 1 s n s k and p divides y,, but does 
not divide yi for i < n. 
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We compute the value of the number e, for n < 8 and our result is: 
Theorem 1.6. 
e, = 1, e, = 7, e3 = 7.31, e,=7.31.127, 




where (Y = 1 or 2. 
Let T c H*( BO; Z[f])/Torsion = I?*(BO) be the set consisting of topologically 
invariant integral characteristic classes ‘away from 2’. The following proposition 
proved in Section 5 gives some idea of the structure of T. 
Proposition 1.7. (a) T is a subring ofH*(BO), 
(b) T contains the sub-H& algebra +*(fi*(BTOP) (isomorphic to H*(BTOP)) 
and is contained in the ideal generated by the elements of 4”H*(BTOP) of degree > 0, 
(c) T is not a polynomial ring. 
Finally, confirming a conjecture of Siebenmann that there are topologically 
invariant integral characteristic classes which do not come from fi”(BTOP), we 
observe that the image 4*I?*(BTOP) is strictly contained in T. For example, 
Theorem 1.6 shows that 7.31.127~~ is in T but this class is not in 4*fi*(BTOP) 
[13]; in fact it is the class 72.31.127p4 that lies in 4*H*(BTOP). Evidently the classes 
that lie in 4*H*(BTOP) extend to topological microbundles. Hence we conclude 
that the condition of being topologically invariant is weaker than that of extending 
to topological microbundles. 
While the proof of the Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2 is elementary and is given 
in Section 2, the proofs of the Theorems 1.3 to 1.7 given in Section 4 depend on 
two facts given in Section 3: 
(i) the fibration 5 = TOP/O J+ BOA BTOP, when localised at an odd prime p, 
factors as a Cartesian product of two fibrations: 
(a) e’[p]: O[p]z BO[p]A BO@[p], 
(b) Cok J, + * + BCok JP 
(see Section 3 below for definitions of the symbols involved); this factorisation is 
obtained by using Adams’ [l] and Sullivan’s work [17]. 
(ii) the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence of the fibration [‘[p] collapses; this 
is achieved in Section 3 by using a criterion due to Munkholm [lo]. 
The results of this paper were announced in [14]. 
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2. Criterion for topological invariance of a characteristic class 
In this section we make precise the definition of topological invariance of a 
characteristic class and give a necessary and sufficient condition for it. We may 
remark that the discussion in this section is valid for any cohomology theory, not 
necessarily the ordinary one. 
Definition 2.1. Let & = {Ei % X}, i = 0, 1, be two vector bundles on the same base 
X. We say that & and [i are topologically equivalent (or briefly TOP-equivalent) and 




In a similar way, we define stable topological equivalence and write & s-~op 5, for 
stably topologically equivalent bundles & and 5,. 
Remark 2.2. Definition 2.1 is equivalent to saying that to Tgp .$i (resp. &, ‘-Top [i) if 
and only if their underlying topological microbundles ]&,I and l&,1 are isomorphic: 
(&1=([,[ (resp. stably isomorphic I&( & Iti]. If we identify a bundle 5 with its 
classifying map 5: X + BO, then & ‘-Top 5, if and only if the composite maps Q, 0 & 
and 4 Q 5, are homotopic: &, ‘-Zap 5, e C& 0 &, = 4 0 5,. 
Lemma 2.3. Let X be a CW-complex. Two vector bundles &, and 5, on the same base 
X are S-TOP-equivalent if and only if there exists a vector bundle 5 which is S-TOP- 
equivalent to a trivial bundle such that [I is stably TOP-isomorphic to the Whitney 
sum &@l: 5, 2 &O& 
Proof. Let -&, be the inverse of &, i.e., &+ (-.$,) = Ed (trivial bundle on X). Then 
and the lemma follows by taking 5 = t1 - to. 0 
Remark 2.4. From Lemma 2.3 it follows that all pairs (to, 5,) of S-TOP-equivalent 
vector bundles with the same underlying topological microbundle correspond to 
vector bundles which are stably topologically trivial with a given trivialisation; these 
later bundles are classified, by a theorem of Kirby-Siebenmann [6, IV, Section 91, 
by the space TOP/O. 
Definition 2.5. Let x E H*(BO ; A) be a universal characteristic class of stable vector 
bundles. We say that x is topologically invariant (or briefly TOP-invariant) if for 
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each (&,, 5,) of S-TOP-equivalent vector bundles over the same base X, we have 
x(&J =x(5,), in other words, if the images of x in H*(X ;A) by the maps 5: and 
6: are equal: [g(x) = [r(x) (we have, of course, identified a bundle with its 
classifying map). 
Remark 2.6. (a) (A necessary condition for TOP-invariance.) If a characteristic class 
XE H*(BO ;A) is TOP-invariant, then XE Ker[n*: H*(BO;A)+ H*(TOP/O;A)]; 
for, considering r]: TOP/O+ BO as a vector bundle over TOP/O, we have 4 0 n = * 
(constant map), so by Remark 2.2, rr s-~op F (trivial bundle) and then x( 7) = X(E) 
or equivalently r]*(x) = 0. 
The condition x E Ker v* is not sufficient for TOP-invariance, in fact we shall 
show in Section 4 that 31 pJ E Ker q* but 31 p3 is not TOP-invariant in view of 
Theorem 1.6. 
(b) (A sujicient condition for TOP-invariance.) x E H*(BO;A) is TOP-invariant 
if XE Im[4*: H*(BTOP;A)+ H*(BO;A)]; for let & ‘-Top[,, then 4 0 &,- 4 0 5, 
(Remark 2.2), so if x = 4*Y, for some y E H*(BTOP;A), we have x(&J = [z(x) = 
5o*#)*y = 5T4*Y = sTx = x(51). 
The condition x E Im 4* is not necessary for TOP-invariance as we have already 
observed in the paragraph after Proposition 1.7. 
Theorem 2.7. A necessary and suficient condition for a characteristic class x E 
H*(BO ; A) to be TOP-invariant is t_~*x = x x 1, where p is the composition map: BO x 
TOP/O =% BO x BO -rs BO. 
Proof. Suppose that the class x is TOP-invariant. Consider p as a vector bundle 
over BO xTOP/O. If y be the universal bundle over BO classified by the identity 
map 1: BO+ BO, then by definition, p is the Whitney sum of two vector bundles 
p s-~op y x 0 by Lemma 2.3. As x is TOP-invariant, we have x(p) = x( y x 0). But 
x( y x 0) is the image of x( y) by the projection BO x TOP/O+ BO, hence x( y x 0) = 
x(y)xl=xxl. Hence ~*x=x(~)=xxl. 
Suppose now that x satisfies the condition p*x = x x 1. Let & and 5, be two vector 
bundles over X such that & ‘-Zap &. We have to show that x(&J =x(5,). From 
Lemma 2.3, we have 5, g &,O& where 6 is a topologically trivial bundle with a 
given trivialisation. Then the diagram 
BOxTOP/O+ BO 
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is homotopy-commutative. Therefore we have 
451) = 4%~) = A* o (4, x I)* 0 CL*(X) 
= A* 0 (5: x5*)(x x 1) (by hypothesis) 
= ‘$0*(x). 1 
= G(x) = 450). 0 
Remark 2.8. It can be easily seen that the condition of Theorem 2.7 implies the 
condition (a) and is implied by the condition (b) of Remark 2.6. 
Corollary 2.9. Let d, be the smallest positive integer such that d,p, E Ker v* for each 
n 2 1, and let ek be the smallest positive integer such that ekpk is topological invariant. 
Then ek = 1.c.m. n”,=, d,. 
Proof. We calculate p*pk. We have 





= Pkxl+ c Pi’v*(Pj). 
jsl,i+j=k 
If mk=fli=, d,, then 
= (mkPk) X 1 (by hypothesis). 
Now Theorem 2.7 implies that mkpk is topologically invariant. From the definition 
of ek it then follows that ek divides mk. 
On the other hand, the above computation of ,_&*pk shows that mk is the smallest 
integer such that the class x = mkpk satisfies the condition p*x = x X 1 of Theorem 
2.7. Since, by definition, the class e& is TOP-invariant, it also satisfies the same 
condition. Hence l?lk divides ek and hence mk = ek. 0 
Remark 2.10(a) The above corollary shows that for each k 2 2, ek is divisible by ei 
for lsi<k. 





only holds modulo 2-torsion. However, the proof is still valid since 2-torsion in 
H*(BO; Z) all comes from H*(BTOP; Z). 
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3. Ker[ n* : H*( BO ; 2) + H*(TOP/O ; Z)], localised at an odd prime p 
In order to apply Corollary 2.9 to the estimation of the number ek, we must 
determine Ker v*, which we do in this section. Let us recall from [13] that the 
fibration TOP/O 4 BO % BTOP localised at an odd prime p is the product of two 
fibrations: 
(i) O[ p] = BO[ p] 2 BO@[ p], 
(ii) Cok J,, + * -+ BCok J,, where 13, is the Adams cannibalistic class, BOO is the 
space BO with H-structure induced by the tensor product of vector bundles of 
virtual dimension 1, BCok J,, is the space whose homotopy groups are isomorphic 
to the cokernel of the J-homomorphism and Cok J, = 0 BCok Jr [8]. From it follows 
Sullivan’s result: TOP/O[ p] = O[p] x Cok J,, [7], and the following diagram: 
@[p] x Cok Jr 3 BWPI 
TOPIO[pl 
which is homotopy-commutative. This implies the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.1. For each odd prime p, we have 
Ker r]*[ p] = Ker n’*[ p], Im v*[ p] = Im n’*[ p]. 
Hence to study n* away from 2, it is sufficient to study ~‘[p]: H*(BO[ p]) -f 
H*( O[ p]) for each odd prime p, For this, we recall some results about the Eilenberg- 
Moore spectral sequence in cohomology. 
Theorem 3.2.(a) (Eilenberg-Moore) Let F G E s B be a fibration. Suppose that 
(i) 7r,( B) operates trivially on the cohomology of theJibre F, (ii) the cohomology groups 
H*( E ; A) and H*( B; A) are finitely generated, A being a commutative ring. Then 
there is a spectral sequence in the second quadrant {E, dr} having the following 
properties: 
(1) E;’ = Tor.&,;,,,( H*( E; A); A). 
(2) E, converges to H*(F; A). 
(3) The edge homomorphism 
e: A @r,*,B,,I, H*( E; A) = EP* + Ez* =+ H*( F; A) 
coincides with the map A 0r,*C8:n, H*( E; A) -+ H*( F; A), which is obtained from 
the composite map 
A@H*(E; A)+ H*(F; A)@H*(F; A)= H*(F; A) 
on passing to quotient. 
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(b) (Munkholm) In addition to the hypotheses (i) and (ii), suppose also that (iii) 
A is a principal ring with characteristic # 2, (iv) H*( B; A) and H”( E ; A) are poly- 
nomial algebras in at most countable variables. Then the Eilenberg-Moore spectral 
sequence collapses and we have: 
(4) As graded modules H*(F; A)=Tor,*(,:,, (H*(E; A); A) 
For a proof, see for example, Smith [16] for part (a) and Munkholm [lo] for 
part (b). 
The following lemma will be useful for computing Tor in our case; for its proof 
see, for example, Smith [16]. 
Lemma 3.3. Let P[x,, x2, . . .] be a polynomial algebra over a commutative ring A and 
let A be a graded algebra over A. Let 0: P[x,, x2, . . .] -+ A be a morphism of algebras 
such that the ideal (Im 0) generated by the elements of the image of 0 of degree > 0 
is a Bore1 ideal. Then as algebras 
Tor P[~,,~~ ,... ,(A, A) = AI(Im @@E[Y,, Y,, . . .I, 
where E[y,, y,, . . .] is an exterior algebra over A. (Here, by a Bore1 ideal we mean an 
ideal I = (A,, hz, . . , A, . . .) of A generated by a sequence A,, hz, . . . , Ai,. . . of A 
satisfying the condition: for each i, Ai+, is not a zero divisor in the quotient algebra 
AI(A,, . . . 3 Ai)-) 
With this preparation we now prove the main results of this section. For an odd 
prime p, consider the fibration O[ p] q’[pl BO [p] % BO@[ P]. According to Atiyah- 
Segal [2], there is an H-equivalence between BO[ p] and BO@[ p]. Hence, for p > 2, 
BO’[p] is simply connected and H*(BO’; Zcp,) = H*(BO; Zcpj), which is a poly- 
nomial algebra in countable variables. Thus all the conditions of the hypothesis of 
Theorem 3.2 are satisfied and we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. The Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence of the jibration 
@[PI ?‘[p? BO[ p] 2 BOO [ p] collapses. 
Corollary 3.5. With the above notations, we have: 
(a) Im rl’*[pl= H*(BO; Z,,,)/(Im O:), 
(b) Ker n’*[ p] = (Im 0:). 
Proof. Let {E, d,} be the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence of the fibration 
@[PI *BO[p] % BO@[ p]; it collapses by Theorem 3.4, hence E2 = E,. 
Consider the diagram 
Z(P) @ H*(BOe;Zcpj) H*(BO; z,,,) = @‘*L E __-------,‘- H*(@[pl;Z,,,) 
Z,,,O H*(BO; Z,,,) = H*(BO; Zcp,) - Im n’*[~l 
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where e is the edge homomorphism. This diagram is commutative by Theorem 3.2 
(3). From this it follows that 
Im v’*[p] = Ez*= Ei** =.Zcpj OH*(Bo~:z,,,j H”(B0; Zcp, 
= H*(BO; Z,,,)/(Im 0:) 
and we get (a). (b) trivially follows from (a). 0 
Remark 3.6. For any fibration F G E -% B, we have Im r* c Ker *. The proof of 
Corollary 3.5 shows that if the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence of this fibration 
collapses, then Ker i* is the ideal generated by the elements of Im V* of degree > 0. 
As another application of Theorem 3.4, we obtain the cohomology of O[p] (at 
least as module): 
Corollary 3.7. As Z, ,,-module, H*(Wpl; ZcpJ is isomorphic to 
H*(BO; Z,,,)/(Im OT)C3 E[u,, u2,. . .], E being an exterior algebra. 
Proof. By Theorems 3.4 and 3.2(4), we get 
ff*(@[pl: ZcPJ =TorH*cBO~iZcD,) (ff*(BO; Zcp,), Zcp,) 
as -h- modules. Since 0, is a map of H-spaces, 19: is a morphism of algebras. 
Further (Im t?:) is a Bore1 ideal. Hence Lemma 3.3 completes the proof of the 
corollary. 0 
4. Estimation of dk and ek 
In this section we prove Theorems 1.3 to 1.7, as stated in Section 1. 
For a prime p and a positive integer m, let m[ p] =p’p’“‘, v,(m) being the 
p-valuation of m. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. By definition, dk is the smallest positive integer such that 
dkpk E Ker n* or equivalently dk[p]pk E Ker ~*[p] = Ker q’*[p] (by Proposition 3.1) 
for each prime p, or equivalently, dk[ p] is the order of T’*( pk) in Im T’*[ p]. Hence 
dk[ p] is bounded by the minimal annihilator of Im n’*[ p]. Now for p odd, we have 
from Corollary3.5 that Im n’*[p] = H*(BO; Z(,,)/Z, where Z = Im 0:. H*(BO ;Zcp,) 
is the ideal generated by the elements of Im 0: of degree> 0. In degree 4k, 
H*(BO;Z,,,) is generated by pk and pw=pi,pi,. . .pi,, w=(i,,.. . i,) varies in 
r(k) -{k]. 
We know that 
f-F(pd = QP”P(~*)P~ + C md,, (1) 
wsT(k)-{k) 
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u, being a unit in Z(,,, and m, E Z(,,,, see [ 131. Therefore u~P”P(“L)P~. 1 + 
(1 m,,,p,) . 1 E I. If i, E o is such that np(di,) = 0, then pi, E Ker n’*[pJ = I (by Coral- 
lary 3.5(b)). Hence pw = p,,( piI . . . plii. . . pi,) E I, since I is an ideal. This shows that 
those pw do not belong to I for which pi, E Ker v’*[ p] for every iJ E w. Among the 
numbers d,,, . . . , d,,, let di, be such that vp(di,)G vp(di,), for every i, E w, thus 
vp(di,) = infi,,, r+(di,). Then 4,[PlPw = (4,bl . Pi,) . (Pi,, . . . 3 ?i,, PI,) E 1. If v = 
SUP wtri(k)-{k) {Infjc, p u (d,)}, then p” 9 (1 m,p,) E I. Hence from (1) it follows that 
p4(Yk)+“pk E I = Ker q’*[p]. Since pYpCdh) is the smallest integer with this property, 
we get v,,(dk)s vp(yk)+ v and this completes the proof of Theorem 1.3. q 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let p be an odd prime which divides Yk but does not divide 
-yE for i < k. Let ck be the smallest positive integer such that ckpk E Im +*. In [ 131, 
we have shown that for such p, vr,(ck) = vp(yk). Therefore Theorem I.4 will be proved 
if we show that vp( dk) = v,( ck). This, in fact, follows from the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.1. Let p be an odd prime which divides yk but does not divide y, for 
i< k. Then in dimension 4k. we have 
Ker q’*[ p] = Im 4*[ p]. 
Proof. The results of [3] and [6] show that an odd prime q divides the order of 
7r,(TOP/O) if q divides the order of r,(a~) or of n”,/ImJ where D”, is the nth 
stable homotopy group of spheres. It is shown in [ 151 that the smallest value of k 
for which q divides yk satisfies the condition 2k < q - 1. On the other hand, according 
to Toda [ 181, q divides the order of U2k_, if 2k 2 q - 1. From this follows that 
,rr,(TOP/O) = 0 for n <4k and hence H”(TOP/O; Zcp,) = 0 for n <4k. Also, 
H”(BTOP ; Z,,,,) = 0 for n < 4, since H”(BTOP ; Z) is a 2-group for ,n < 4 [6]. The 
Serre cohomology exact sequence [12] of the fibration TOP/O -1: BO * BTOP 
for the coefficient ring Z, ,,) then proves the proposition. q 
Theorem 1.4 gives the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.2. A lower bound of d, is given by 
dtfcp +Wp4;,z(r,) . . . p;p’), 
where p,, . . . , pr are odd primes which divide yk but not yi for i < k. 
Example 4.3. We obtain from Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 4.2 the following values 
of v,,(dk) for p = 7 and kc 14: 
k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I1 12 13 14 
u,(d,) 010111121 1 3 112 
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Proof of Theorem 1.5. It follows from Corollary 2.9, Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 
4.2. 0 
Remark 4.4. There is no analogue of the calculations of Q(Q) for P = 2 for the 
reasons explained in [13, Remark 2.91, [4]. However, we can find an upper bound 
of U2(ek) as follows. Since ckPk E Im 4*, ckPk is topologically invariant by Remark 
2.6(b). Hence ek divides ck for every k 2 1, and 2)*( ek) c uX( ck). q( ck) is determined 
in [ 131 where it is shown in particular that u,( ck) = 0 for k < 30. Hence q( ck) = 0 
for k<30. 
Proof of Theorem 1.6. It follows from Theorem 1.5 and Remark 4.4. 0 
Proof of Proposition 1.7. One can see easily that the set T= 
{XE H*(BO; Z[$])/Torsionl x is topologically invariant} is a subring. From Remark 
2.8 follows part (b). 
We now prove part (c). From Theorem 1.6, we see that 7p, E T. We claim that 
for each integer (Y 2 2, 7~; E T and this will prove part (c). In fact it is sufficient to 
prove for (Y = 2. We have 
p*(7P:) = 7(P* x 1+ 1 x 7)*p*+p, x 77*P1)2 
= 7( pz x 1+ 1 x q*p2)2 since q*p, = 0, by Example 4.3 
=7(p:xl+l x77*p:+2p2x?7*p2) 
= 7p: x 1+ 1 x 77*(7P*) . rl*p2+22p, x 77*(7P,) 
= 7~: x 1 since 77*(7p,) = 0, by Example 4.3 
Hence by Theorem 2.7, 7pz~ T. 0 
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